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Important safety instructions
Daniel Measurement and Control, Inc. (Daniel) designs, manufactures and tests products to function
within specific conditions. Because these products are sophisticated technical instruments, it is
important that the owner and operation personnel strictly adhere both to the information printed on
the product nameplate and to all instructions provided in this manual prior to installation, operation,
and maintenance.
Daniel also urges you to integrate this manual into your training and safety program.
BE SURE ALL PERSONNEL READ AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS
MANUAL AND ALL NOTICES AND PRODUCT WARNINGS.

Installing, operating or maintaining a Daniel Product improperly could lead to serious injury
or death from explosion or exposure to dangerous substances. To reduce this risk:
•
•

Comply with all information on the product, in this manual, and in any local and
national codes that apply to the product.
Do not allow untrained personnel to work with this product.

Use Daniel parts and work procedures specified in this manual.

Product owners (Purchasers):
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Use the correct product for the environment and pressures present. See technical data or
product specifications for limitations. If you are unsure, discuss your needs with your Daniel
representative.
Inform and train all personnel in the proper installation, operation, and maintenance of this
product.
To ensure safe and proper performance, only informed and trained personnel should install,
operate, repair and maintain this product.
Verify that this is the correct instruction manual for your Daniel product. If this is not the
correct documentation, contact Daniel at 1-713-827-6314. You may also download the
correct manual from:
http://www.daniel.com
If you resell or transfer this product, it is your responsibility to forward this instruction
manual along with the product to the new owner or transferee.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW THE INSTALLATION, OPERATIONS,
MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING MANUAL(S) AND ALL PRODUCT
WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS.
Do not use this equipment for any purpose other than its intended service. This may result
in property damage and/or serious personal injury or death.

Product operation personnel:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

To prevent personal injury, personnel must follow all instructions of this manual prior to and
during operation of the product.
Follow all warnings, cautions, and notices marked on, and supplied with, this product.
Verify that this is the correct instruction manual for your Daniel product. If this is not the
correct documentation, contact Daniel at 1-713-827-6314. You may also download the
correct manual from:
http://www.daniel.com
Read and understand all instructions and operating procedures for this product.
If you do not understand an instruction, or do not feel comfortable following the instructions,
contact your Daniel representative for clarification or assistance.
Install this product as specified in the INSTALLATION section of this manual per applicable
local and national codes.
Follow all instructions during the installation, operation, and maintenance of this product.
Connect the product to the proper pressure sources when and where applicable.
Ensure that all connections to pressure and electrical sources are secure prior to, and during,
equipment operation
Use only replacement parts specified by Daniel. Unauthorized parts and procedures can
affect this product's performance, safety, and invalidate the warranty. "Look-a-like"
substitutions may result in deadly fire, explosion, release of toxic substances or improper
operation.
Save this instruction manual for future reference.

Safety signal words and symbols
Pay special attention to the following signal words, safety alert symbols and statements:

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

Warning indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury.

Caution indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate
injury.

Notice is used to address safety messages or practices not related to personal injury.

Safety alert symbol
This is a safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential physical injury hazards. Obey all
safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid possible injury or death.
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Notice
THE CONTENTS OF THIS PUBLICATION ARE PRESENTED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY, AND
W HILE EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN M ADE TO ENSURE THEIR ACCURACY, THEY ARE NOT TO BE
CONSTRUED AS W ARRANTIES OR GUARANTEES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THE
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES DESCRIBED HEREIN O R THEIR USE OR APPLICABILITY. ALL SALES ARE
GOVERNED BY DANIEL’S TERMS AND CONDITIONS, W HICH ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST. W E
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MODIFY OR IMPROVE THE DESIGNS OR SPECIFICATIONS OF SUCH PRODUCTS
AT ANY TIME.
DANIEL DOES NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SELECTION, USE OR MAINTENANCE OF ANY
PRODUCT. RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROPER SELECTION, USE AND M AINTEN ANCE OF ANY DANIEL
PRODUCT REMAINS SOLELY W ITH THE PURCHASER AND END-USER.
TO THE BEST OF DANIEL’S KNOW LEDGE THE INFORM ATION HEREIN IS COM PLETE AND
ACCURATE. DANIEL M AKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IM PLIED, INCLUDING THE
IM PLIED WARRANTIES OF M ERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH
RESPECT TO THIS M ANUAL AND, IN NO EVENT, SHALL DANIEL BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL,
PUNITIVE, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAM AGES INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIM ITED TO, LOSS OF
PRODUCTION, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF REVENUE OR USE AND COSTS INCURRED INCLUDING
W ITHOUT LIM ITATION FOR CAPITAL, FUEL AND POW ER, AND CLAIM S OF THIRD PARTIES.
PRODUCT NAMES USED HEREIN ARE FOR MANUFACTURER OR SUPPLIER IDENTIFICATION ONLY AND
MAY BE TRADEM ARKS/REGISTERED TRADEM ARKS OF THESE COMPANIES.
DANIEL AND THE DANIEL LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF DANIEL INDUSTRIES, INC. THE
EMERSON LOGO IS A TRADEMARK AND SERVICE MARK OF EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.

COPYRIGHT © 2012
BY DANIEL MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL, INC.
HOUSTON, TEXAS, U.S.A.
All rights reserved. No part of this work may be reproduced or
copied in any form or by any means - graphic, electronic or
mechanical - without first receiving the written permission of
Daniel Measurement and Control, Inc., Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

Warranty and limitation of liability
1. LIM ITED W ARRANTY: Subject to the limitations contained in Section 2 herein, Daniel Measurement & Control,
Inc. (“Daniel”) warrants that the licensed firmware embodied in the Goods will execute the programming instructions
provided by Daniel, and that the Goods manufactured by Daniel will be free from defects in materials or workmanship
under normal use and care and Services will be performed by trained personnel using proper equipment and
instrumentation for the particular Service provided. The foregoing warranties will apply until the expiration of the
applicable warranty period. Goods are warranted for twelve (12) months from the date of initial installation or eighteen
(18) months from the date of shipment by D aniel, whichever period expires first. Consumables and Services are
warranted for a period of 90 days from the date of shipment or completion of the Services. Products purchased by Daniel
from a third party for resale to Buyer (“Resale Products”) shall carry only the warranty extended by the original
manufacturer. Buyer agrees that Daniel has no liability for Resale Products beyond making a reasonable commercial
effort to arrange for procurement and shipping of the Resale Products. If Buyer discovers any warranty defects and
notifies Daniel thereof in writing during the applicable warranty period, Daniel shall, at its option, correct any errors that
are found by Daniel in the firmware or Services or repair or replace F.O.B. point of manufacture that portion of the
Goods or firmware found by Daniel to be defective, or refund the purchase price of the defective portion of the
Goods/Services. All replacements or repairs necessitated by inadequate maintenance, normal wear and usage, unsuitable
power sources or environmental conditions, accident, misuse, improper installation, modification, repair, use of
unauthorized replacement parts, storage or handling, or any other cause not the fault of Daniel are not covered by this
limited warranty, and shall be at Buyer’s expense. Daniel shall not be obligated to pay any costs or charges incurred by
Buyer or any other party except as may be agreed upon in writing in advance by Daniel. All costs of dismantling,
reinstallation and freight and the time and expenses of Daniel’s personnel and representatives for site travel and diagnosis
under this warranty clause shall be borne by Buyer unless accepted in writing by D aniel. Goods repaired and parts
replaced by Daniel during the warranty period shall be in warranty for the remainder of the original warranty period or
ninety (90) days, whichever is longer. This limited warranty is the only warranty made by Daniel and can be amended
only in a writing signed by Daniel. THE W ARRANTIES AND REMEDIES SET FORTH ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE.
THERE ARE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR W ARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER MATTER W ITH RESPECT
TO ANY OF THE GOODS OR SERVICES. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that corrosion or erosion of materials
is not covered by this warranty.
2. LIM ITATION OF REM EDY AND LIABILITY: DANIEL SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR DAMAGES
CAUSED BY DELAY IN PERFORMANCE. THE REMEDIES OF BUYER SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT
ARE EXCLUSIVE. IN NO EVENT, REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF THE CLAIM OR CAUSE OF ACTION
(WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, INFRINGEM ENT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, OTHER TORT OR
OTHERW ISE), SHALL DANIEL’S LIABILITY TO B UYER AND/OR ITS CUSTOMERS EXCEED THE PRICE
TO BUYER OF THE SPECIFIC GOODS MANUFACTURED OR SERVICES PROVIDED BY DANIEL GIVING
RISE TO THE CLAIM OR CAUSE OF ACTION. BUYER AGREES THAT IN NO EVENT SHALL DANIEL’S
LIABILITY TO BUYER AND/OR ITS CUSTOMERS EXTEND TO INCLUDE INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL
OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES. THE TERM “CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES” SHALL INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE
LIMITED TO, LOSS OF ANTICIPATED PROFITS, REVENUE OR USE AND COSTS INCURRED INCLUDING
W ITHOUT LIMITATION FOR CAPITAL, FUEL AND POW ER, AND CLAIMS OF BUYER’S CUSTOMERS.
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THEORY OF OPERATION (Reference Figures 1-1 through 1-3)

The Theory of Operation is as easy as X-Y-Z. Consider the valve inlet area to be “X”, the area
behind the piston to be “Y”, and the area downstream of the valve to be “Z”. (Refer to Figure 1-1).

Figure 1-1

THEORY OF OPERATION
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For a simple realization of the forces at work in the valve, consider a 3-way pilot valve with the
pressure port connected to the X-port, the cylinder port connected to the Y-port, and the exhaust port
connected to the Z-port. Assume the valve outlet to be atmosphere and it is easy to visualize the
forces on the valve in action. (Refer to Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2

When the pilot press port is connected to the cylinder port (X-port connected to Y-port), the spring
behind the piston closes the valve. When the pilot cylinder port is connected to the exhaust port (Yport connected to Z-port), the pressure in the line develops a force against the piston to open the
valve. This results in on-off operation in its simplest form.

1-2
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For a modulating valve, a flow restriction (NV) is inserted into the line connecting the X-port to the
Y-port. A regulating pilot (R) inserted in the line connecting the Y-port to the Z-port. (Refer to
Figure 1-3).

Figure 1-3
In this configuration, an opening of the regulating pilot R) causes flow through the pilot line from
X to Z. This flow passes through the flow restriction (NV). A pressure difference is obtained across
NV that is relative to the flow through R. Since the Y-port is connected to the downstream side of
the restriction, this )P is transmitted to the main valve piston through the Y-port in the cylinder. By
regulating the flow through R (the pilot) to create a substantial )P across restriction NV, the valve
can be opened by applying this )P to overcome the bias spring behind the main valve piston. By
closing the pilot (R), the flow from the X-port to the Z-port is stopped, the )P across the restriction
(NV) disappears, the differential pressures available to apply to the piston (against the bias spring)
are no longer present, and the spring behind the piston closes the main valve.
Since all fluid behind the piston must enter the cylinder cavity from the X-port through the restriction
(NV), a variation in the amount of the restriction controls the speed at which the valve closes.
In order to open the valve fully, the bias spring behind the piston must be compressed completely.
This requires that the pressure at X be sufficiently higher than the pressure at Z so that flow can be
established through the pilot lines between the two points at a sufficient rate so that the )P across
NV can be great enough to overcome the bias spring behind the piston.
Because of this condition, a minimum pressure drop across the valve is required before it will open.
THEORY OF OPERATION
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Also, as the valve opens, the force of the spring increases, so that additional pressure differential is
required to open the valve fully. Because of this condition, the main valve springs are rated by giving
the NV )P required to crack the valve open, and the NV )P required to fully open the valve.
Three types of springs are available. For on-off service, a light spring rated at 4 to 6 psi (2 to 41 kPa)
is available. This valve will crack open at about 5 psi (34 kPa) )P and go wide open with about 8
psi (55 kPa) )P, assuming a restricted NV condition. However, this gives a slow closing valve and
is often undesirable. To obtain a faster closing valve, the restriction NV is opened, and more pilot
flow is required to create the needed )P for opening. Under this condition, the valve may run as high
as 10 to 15 psi (69 to 103 kPa), depending upon adjustments of NV.
By this, it would seem that a heavy spring is detrimental to valve performance due to pressure loss.
A very light spring should be used whenever possible. However, this is only true for on-off types of
valves where a minimum valve pressure loss is desired (where this is critical, a 531, 533 or
externally vented valve should be considered).
Consider the purpose of a Control valve, that is, “An energy-absorbing device to control movement
of fluids”. Inherently, this means pressure loss in variation to the amount of control required.
Because of this aspect of the function of a control valve, it is often possible and even desirable to
take a substantial pressure loss across a valve. Whenever this is possible, it is a definite advantage.
Consider the control system shown in Figure 1-3.
To throttle (regulate) the valve, the differential pressure across the piston (X-to-Y) must be
controlled. To change the position of the piston, a change in X-to-Y )P must be realized. This means
that varying and controlling the rate of flow through the NV becomes the secret of success for stable
and accurate control valve operation. However, with a light main valve spring 4 to 6 psi (28 to 41
kPa), it becomes very difficult to vary the position between open and closed because there is very
little differential pressure available to control. The pilot must regulate the flow through the pilot
tubing so that the desired )P is available for the piston action. With the 10 to 30 psi (69 to 207 kPa)
spring, a 20 psi (138 kPa) )P range in pressure differential is available (as compared with 2 psi (14
kPa))P for the 4 to 6 psi (28 to 41 kPa) range).

1-4
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DESIGN

Main Valve
The Daniel Series 700 Control Valve is basically a pilot controlled, piston actuated type control
valve. It often requires no external power source and can perform many varying functions.
The main valve is designed in a 45° pattern for highest flow capacity. It has a removable cylinder
assembly which includes all parts that require service, including the seat ring. A valve cylinder
assembly can be completely replaced in a valve, resulting in an essentially new valve, in less time
than it takes to unbolt the flanges on a conventional control valve.
The valve control element consists of a piston guided in a cylinder. A piston is used because of its
inherent stability qualities. Rectangular ports are used for high flow capacity and linear valve
characteristics. The valve seat consists of a resilient O-ring seal retained by an easily removable seat
ring. This type of seal insures a bubble tight valve shut-off under any conditions. The piston is spring
biased to the closed position. The area behind the piston is equal to the area of the seat to create a
balanced piston design.
A volume of fluid behind the piston is isolated by a dynamic O-ring seal of a special design. The Oring is designed to fit quite loosely in the piston groove. This causes the O-ring to seek the cylinder
walls under all conditions. Very little squeeze is placed on the O-ring from its inner to outer
diameters. In this way, the main piston seal is established between the cylinder bore and the side of
the piston groove. Since there is little squeeze on the O-ring, seal friction is kept at a very low level,
allowing smooth valve actions. Various O-ring materials are available, to be compatible with the
fluid to be controlled. Standard O-rings are made of Viton, Buna-N, EPR and Neoprene and are the
most commonly used variations. Others are available on special order. A valve position indicator is
available where required. Micro-switches are available for actuation by the position indicator.
DESIGN PILOTS
•

Pressure Regulating Pilots

A wide array of pilots are available to actuate the Series 700 valve. Pressure reducing, back pressure,
pressure relief, flow rate and differential pressure controls are most common.
Pressure regulating pilots are designed with piston sensing elements instead of diaphragms. This
provides greater stability and removes any pressure limitations that would otherwise exist. The pilot
are 2-way valves with resilient seats for tight shut-off. Die springs are used for bias springs on higher
pressures because of the great reliability of die springs. Normally, it is necessary to pipe a sense line
to the pilot for control.

DESIGN
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•

Level Control Pilots

Float pilots are available in several different configurations. The lever arm float is available only as
a 2-way float and can be obtained with a quick opening poppet or tapered stem for modulating
control. Both pilots must use an X-port needle valve concept for valve operation. A 3-way pilot is
also available to allow venting the valve to atmosphere for lower valve flow losses. It is constructed
with an adjustable float mechanism guided on a vertical rod. It can be obtained in a configuration
to allow opening the valve at a lower level than it closes the valve.
•

On-Off Pilots (Solenoid or Pneumatic)

Pilots are available for simple on-off control of the valve by either electric power or pneumatic
power. In either case the pilot is a 2-way valve and is used in conjunction with the X-port needle
valve. The pilots are available either normally open or normally closed. The pneumatic pilot requires
30 psi (207 kPa) air to operate it. The solenoid pilot is available in all common voltage ranges and
has a standard manual operator in case of power failure ( can be removed if desired).
The solenoid pilot is of a balanced poppet design and can operate up to 720 psi (4964 kPa) working
pressure with a resilient seat and up to 1440 psi (9928 kPa) working pressure with a metal-to-metal
seat.
•

External Valve Operators

Often it is necessary to install a valve for on-off service where a minimum valve pressure loss is
absolutely essential (tank shut-off main line block, etc.). This can be accomplished by not relying
on the valve pressure drop, but rather to use other pressure differences (pump differential) or other
power. The Daniel Series 531 (normally closed) and 532 (normally open) valves provide this on-off
operation with only a minimum Cv-type pressure loss by using either line fluid, pump differentials,
or air pressure to activate the valve. The 531 and 532 valves are FAIL SAFE on loss of differential,
air or electrical power. A solenoid can be actuated to establish or relieve the pressure when the valve
is to open or close.

2-2
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Multiple Pilots
It is often necessary for a valve to perform multiple functions, for example, a pressure reducing valve
with an electric shut-off. This can be accomplished by using two separate pilots on the valve and
piping the pilot flow through both pilots in series.
In this “series-pilot” configuration, (Figure 2-1) either pilot can close the valve, but both pilots must
be open to open the valve.

Figure 2-1

DESIGN
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Occasionally, it is required to provide a control function with a relief over-ride or some other feature.
This is accomplished by using two separate pilots on the main valve and piping the pilot flow
through both pilots in parallel.
In this “parallel pilot” configuration, (Figure 2-2) either pilot can open the valve, but both pilots must
close to close the valve.

Figure 2-2
Many complicated variations can be found as there are very few limitations to what can be done by
using the many different pilots available. Daniel valves can solve many control problems using a
single valve with multiple pilots to fit the control requirements.
2-4
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FEATURES AND OPTIONS
Various options are available for addition to the valve package to provide features for different
conditions.
1.

Valve response control can be obtained by addition of restrictions in the Y-port. For one-way
control (fast opening but slow closing speed or vice-versa) a flow control valve (a needle
valve with a check by-pass) can be used. For simple dampening action, a needle valve can
be installed in the Y-port.

2.

Main valve position indicators are available with micro-switches mounted to the indicator
guard, as required.

3.

Nickel coated main valve body is available.

4.

Valves are available with all pilots mounted and all sense lines piped complete (where
possible).

5.

Pilot panel mounting of pilots is an added feature for ease of adjustment and maintenance.

6.

Whenever desirable, the pilot system on the valve can be vented to a low pressure source (a
sump, pump suction, etc.) to provide the needed differential pressures to operate the valve
without having to create valve drop to generate power. This will allow use of the Cv formula
in sizing the valve.

7.

600 ANSI Valves - For very high pressure services, special features are included in the
valves.
•
•
•
•
•

DESIGN

Seat ring is threaded into cylinder.
17-4 PH stainless steel piston prevents wire drawing.
Pilot poppets include lapped metal-to-metal seat of 17-4 PH for tight shut-off,
accurate balance and prevention of wire drawing.
All dynamic O-rings include back-up rings.
Pilots have screwed on covers for added safety.
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SIZING INFORMATION

SERIES 500 AND 700 VALVES
Flow Versus Pressure Loss
Selecting the proper size valve requires a complete understanding of curves A, B, C, and D.
Curve A - Wide open valves with no spring resistance
Curve B - Light main valve spring (blue)
Curve C - Medium main valve spring (brown)
Curve D - Heavy main valve spring (green)
Note: Curves A, B, C, and D are bases on water (specific gravity 1.0). For other liquids that have a
specific gravity of 0.8 or greater, multiply the pressure drop shown times the actual specific gravity
to get the corrected pressure drop. For specific gravities less than 0.8, use 0.8 to get the corrected
pressure drop, for curves B, C and D.
Main Valve Spring
Curve A is a Cv curve which represents a wide open valve with no resistance from the main valve
spring applicable to Model 531 or 532 having external power operators which open the valve
independent of line media.
Curve A is also applicable to pilot operated valves with Y or Z port vented to sump, atmosphere or
pump suction. (See Figure 3-1).
Curve B “applies only” to on-off valves, rate of flow control and check valves with ANSI 150/300
lb. flanges. Applying these valves on non-lubricating (LPG, NH3, etc.) or viscous products (over 200
SSU) requires a medium spring to get acceptable response time from the valves.
Curve C applies to all modulating control valves “except” rate of flow control and all ANSI 600 lb.
flanged valves.
Curve D applies to all ANSI 600 lb. flanged valves. ANY EXCEPTIONS MUST BE FACTORY
APPROVED.
The main valve is full open when Curves B, C, and D intersect Curve A. After they intersect,
continue reading pressure drop from Curve A.
In applications requiring a constant pressure drop over 40 psid, use a heavy main valve spring.

SIZING INFORMATION
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Figure 3-1. Valve Flow Curves
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HOW TO GET A LOWER PRESSURE DROP
The explanation of Curve A included pilot operated valves with Y or Z-port vented to a sump,
atmosphere or pump suction. (See Figure 3-2.)
When Y or Z-port is vented to a low pressure source as described, this reduces the hydraulic pressure
on the spring side of the piston. The differential force across the piston is (P1 minus P3). Any time
(P1 minus P3) is equal to or greater than the pressure drop shown for Curves B, C, and D at the point
they intersect Curve A, the main valve is full open, regardless of flow rate.
Examples:
Curve B - If (P1 - P3) is equal to or greater than 10 psid, the main valve is full open.
Curve C - If (P1 - P3) is equal to or greater than 17.5 psid, the main valve is full open.
Curve D - If (P1 - P3) is equal to or greater than 40 psid, the main valve is full open.

Figure 3-2

SIZING INFORMATION
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Figure 3-3 represents most installations with Z-port vented to the valve body outlet. The pressure
loss across the valve will follow Curve B, C, or D (non-control state).

Figure 3-3

BASIC VALVE SIZING
Valve sizing breaks down into two categories:
A)

Sizing on-off or open-close type valves which do not perform any control functions.
Generally the pressure drop is the main factor, and valve size is not critical. Two-stage
electric operated valves are considered on-off valves and follow this procedure.

B)

Sizing modulating control valves (most common for pressure reducing and relief valves). All
modulating valves are used purposely for inducing a pressure drop (constant or intermittent)
greater than shown on Curves C or D.

3-4
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Figure 3-4 shows a typical pump system and why control valves are required. In this illustration, a
pressure reducing valve is required to control the outlet pressure of the system. The pump curve
illustrates the pressure loss of each component in the system with the valve absorbing the pressure
not required.

Figure 3-4
Control valves are sized to get good control. An undersized valve will never deliver the full flow
rate. An oversized valve will be throttling near the closed position which will sharply narrow the
controllable flow range. The full control range of the valve will not be utilized. When the piston
throttles very close to the seat, high fluid velocities occur which can cause erosive damage and
erratic control.
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The accepted method of valve sizing is the “Cv” approach. “Cv” is a capacity coefficient which is
defined as: The number of US gpm of water which will flow through a wide open valve with a
pressure drop of 1 psi across the valve. The Cv of our valves is in the following chart.
Valve
Size

2"

3"

4"

6"

8"

10"

12"

16"

Cv - GPM

86

186

309

688

1296

2040

2920

5360

NOTE: It is possible when using the Cv formula to get a pressure loss less than that shown for
Curves B, C, and D because the Cv formula does not allow for the force exerted by the main valve
spring. Should this happen, use the pressure loss shown for Curves B, C, or D.
We use one basic formula for liquids to determine valve “Cv” required, which is:

Flow rate in U.S. gpm
Product Specific Gravity
Allowable or desired maximum pressure drop across the valve in psi
Required or actual valve flow coefficient

NOTE: IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE REQUIRED CV IS NOT TO EXCEED 85
PERCENT OF THE SELECTED VALVE SIZE ACTUAL CV.
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HOW TO SIZE ON-OFF VALVES
On-Off valves are either open or closed. Pressure drop versus flow rate as shown for Curve A, B,
C, or D (Figure 3-1), whichever curve is applicable.
HOW TO SIZE MODULATING VALVES
Modulating control valves are variable orifices and subject to controlling over a wide range of flows
and pressure. As previously stated, an undersized valve will not pass the required flow. An oversized
valve will give poor control because it’s always throttling near the seat.
FOR BACK PRESSURE AND DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL APPLICATIONS
Back Pressure (not relief) and differential valves generally can be selected from Figure 3-1 (Flow
versus pressure loss). Back pressure and N.C. differential controls on opening. N.O. differential (rate
of flow) controls the maximum flow. During normal operation, these valves do not control near the
seat and quite often are not required to control.
To select the proper size, use the following as a guide.
1.

When minimum, normal, and maximum flow is given, use 15 ft/sec as the normal flow and
select valve size from Figure 3-1.

2.

When maximum flow only is given, select a valve size based on 18 ft/sec.

The preceding is a guideline which there will be exception to. If minimum and maximum differential
pressure and flow rates are given, follow the sizing procedure for pressure reducing valves. Also, if
the selected valve size is smaller or larger than the customer wants, it must be determined that the
desired valve size will give satisfactory control. Factory assistance may be required.
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FOR PRESSURE REDUCING AND RELIEF APPLICATIONS
To properly size the required valve, the following information is required:
Minimum and maximum flow rate in U.S. gpm
Maximum differential pressure at minimum flow rate (and maximum flow rate for relief
valves only) in psi
Minimum differential pressure at maximum flow rate (not required for relief valves) in psi
Product specific gravity
These valves are subject to high differential pressure and size selection is very important. The Cv
formula is used for sizing. The following are sizing examples for a pressure reducing valve.
Step 1: (Maximum )P and Minimum Flow)
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Step 2: (Minimum )P and Maximum Flow)

From the calculated Cv requirements, a valve is required with a Cv rangeability of 100 to 500
(USGPM). Initial size selection indicates a 6" valve with a rated Cv of 688 is required (based on
maximum Cv of 500 required). Now it must be determined if the minimum Cv required is within
the control range of a 6" size valve.

SIZING INFORMATION
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Figure 3-5 is the control rangeability chart applicable to all size valves. This chart shows our typical
linear characteristic control curve versus percent piston stroke and percent flow (% Cv).
NOTE:

5% is the minimum controllable flow for modulating valves (or 20% piston stroke).

Figure 3-5
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The following examples show how to determine control rangeability, using the previous sizing
examples, and the suitability of the selected valve size.
Formula:
Calculated Cv Required
Actual Cv of selected valve size

Step 3 - (Maximum )P and Minimum Flow)

Step 4- (Minimum )P and Maximum Flow)

Conclusion - a 6" valve is suitable for the required applications.

SIZING INFORMATION
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HOW TO DETERMINE VALVE RANGEABILITY
Rangeability is the ratio of maximum controllable flow to minimum controllable flow. Our valve
with its linear characteristic curve (Figure 5) has a maximum controllable rangeability of

or

20:1.
For the previous sizing examples, the selected 6" size valve for the particular application has a
rangeability of:

Additional Valve Sizing Formulas:
In addition to sizing for Cv required, you can size for:
•
Flow (Q)
•
Differential Pressure ()P)
Example 5 - Sizing for Flow
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Example 6 - Sizing for Pressure Drop

Both examples are based on wide open valves. If the pressure drop shown for Curves
B, C, and D (Figure 1) is greater than the selected valve size, the curves apply unless
the valve selected is as given for Curve A.

NOTE:

The following table indicates the total volume of liquid displaced as the main valve piston travels
to a fully open position from a fully closed position and the total distance the piston travels.
Valve Size

Volume Displaced from top
of piston

Volume Displaced from 531 or
532 Power Cylinder

Piston Travel
(Inches)

2"

3.7 cubic inches

17.9 cubic inches

1.125

3"

12.6 cubic inches

25.9 cubic inches

1.128125

4"

20 cubic inches

45 cubic inches

1.625

6"

66 cubic inches

64.5 cubic inches

2.28125

8"

165 cubic inches

256 cubic inches

3.4375

10"

347 cubic inches

294 cubic inches

4.109375

12"

554 cubic inches

584 cubic inches

4.625

16"

1249 cubic inches

1207 cubic inches

6
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Figure 3-6. Valve Viscosity - Compensation
Formula Graph
NOTES:
Table and graph above require liquid viscosity expressed
in SSU.
If C PS is known use table to convert to SSU.
If C ST is known first convert to C PS as follows:
C ST X S.G. = C PS
then use table and graph to obtain factor .
1.

2.

3-14

Calculate Cv using normal information; then, to
size valve, multiply required Cv (obtained
above) by factors shown on curve to arrive at
actual Cv.

To calculate increased ªP, multiply flow rate
required times factor divided by published Cv
and square the result. Then multiply by S.G.

Table 3-1
Viscosity
CP S

Viscosity
SSU

Factor

2.34

35

1.03

4.16

40

1.05

7.39

50

1.08

13.03

70

1.14

20.65

100

1.2

43.33

200

1.32

65.55

300

1.39

87.66

400

1.44

109.73

500

1.47

131.78

600

1.51

197.85

900

1.57

219.88

1000

1.59

439.93

2000

1.69

659.96

3000

1.75

879.99

4000

1.8

1099.97

5000

1.84

1319.98

6000

1.89

2199.99

10000

1.93
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Returned Material Authorization
Repair Form for Used Equipment
Including Decontamination/Cleaning Statement
A Return Material Authorization (RMA) number must be obtained prior to returning any equipment
for any reason. Download the RMA form from the Support Services web page by selecting the link
below.
http://www2.emersonprocess.com/EN-US/BRANDS/DANIEL/SUPPORT-SERVICES/Pages/Support-Services.aspx

1. Return Material Authorization (RMA) Number ____________________________________
2. Equipment to be returned:
Model Number _________________________ Serial Number _______________________
3. Reason for return: ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Decontamination/Cleaning Fluids Process
A.

List each substance in which the equipment was exposed. Attach additional documents if necessary.
Common
Name

B.

CAS# if
available

Used for Hazardous
Waste (20 CFR 261)
[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

EPA Waste Code
if used for hazardous waste

Circle any hazards and/or process fluid types that apply:
Infectious
Cyanides
Carcinogen

Radioactive
Sulfides
Peroxide

Explosive
Pyrophoric
CorrosiveOxidizer Flammable
Reactive-Air
Reactive-Water

Poison Gas
Poison
Reactive-Other (list)

Other hazard category (list):
C.

Describe decontamination/cleaning process. Include MSDS description for substances used in decontamination and
cleaning processes. Attach additional documents if necessary.

Shipping Requirements
Failure to comply with this procedure will result in the shipment being refused.
1. Write the RMA number on the shipping package.
2. Inside the package include one copy of this document and all required Material Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS)
3. Outside of the package attach one copy of this document and all required Material Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS).
THIS EQUIPMENT, BEING RETURNED “FOR REPAIR,” HAS BEEN COMPLETELY
DECONTAMINATED AND CLEANED. ALL FOREIGN SUBSTANCES HAVE BEEN
DOCUMENTED ABOVE AND MSDS SHEETS ARE ATTACHED.
By:
(Signature)

Title:

(Print name)

Date:

Company:
Phone:

Fax:

NOTES

NOTES
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